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Mobai and Keesing Technologies partner to bring seamless
ID verification for secure customer onboarding to market
Mobai AS and Keesing Technologies team up to prevent identity fraud and enhance KYC processes by
launching frictionless end-to-end identity verification. The partnership adds cutting-edge face verification
technology to one of the world's premier identity verification platforms, providing a highly secure and trusted
means of customer screening and onboarding for both on-site and remote settings.

-------------------------Amsterdam, January 17, 2022 – Mobai, provider of leading biometric solutions, and Keesing Technologies,
a leading global identity verification provider, announce a partnership to support businesses all over the
world to securely onboard customers face-to-face as well as online with seamless end-to-end identity
verification. By joining forces, they offer (online) service providers a frictionless and highly secure KnowYour-Customer (KYC) process that is based on Keesing’s trusted identity verification and state-of-theart face verification technology from Mobai.
In 2019, Keesing introduced biometric technology to its roster of identity verification solutions. The
partnership with Mobai enables the identity verification provider to boost its AuthentiScan product suite
with the latest biometric technologies for facial verification. By adding Mobai’s technology, Keesing
accommodates the surge in requests from its customers and the market for a secure solution that supports
seamless identity verification for both remote and on-premises customer screening and onboarding.
"Businesses around the world are faced with the need to verify identities - whether digital or document-based
- to protect their business and ensure the right person has access to their service. As the user
experience in the verification, validation and onboarding process is crucial to the success of a business, we
see it as our responsibility to provide them with best-in-class identity verification to prevent fraud in a
way that’s user-friendly, secure, and effective for them and their customers, and that’s one of the
benefits of teaming up with Mobai,” says Jan Lindeman, Managing Director of Keesing Technologies.
AuthentiScan is Keesing’s flagship solution for automated identity verification. It offers reliable and real-time
results, guiding the customer through a seamless identity proofing process– using Mobai’s facial
verification technology – and Keesing’s extensive ID document verification technology. Based on a
comparison of a selfie with the photo on the ID document the face verification technology ensures biological
identifiers are from the proper user and not from someone else. As this check is seamlessly integrated in the
process and ease-to-use, it instantly boosts efficiency and does not interfere with the user experience.
Keesing’s identity verification offers the highest level of document authentication and verification by
submitting the document to several thorough cross-checks and verifying it against Keesing’s ID reference
database including ID documents from over 200 countries. This accurate and comprehensive document
verification process allows for extremely reliable results that contribute to security and fraud prevention for the
business and its customers. Together, the Norwegian and Dutch companies bring a unique combination of
best-in-class technologies that allows businesses to establish someone’s true identity from anywhere in the
world and brings trust in business relationships again.
“We are thrilled with the integration of our face verification technology in the Keesing AuthentiScan
product suite and are excited to see how our partnership results in a holistic solution for businesses
looking for a highly secure means of ID verification. It's fantastic to see that regardless of the situation,
whether it's face-to-face or remote, we can contribute to the security of a business and at the same
time give their users a convenient user experience when onboarding. During the integration project over
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the past months, we have learned to appreciate the expertise, transparency, and professionalism of Keesing
Technologies, which is really reflected in the low friction and modern user experience of the solution we are
now bringing to market”, says Brage Strand, founder and CEO of Mobai AS. “We are confident that Keesing’s
longstanding expertise and trusted business combined with Mobai’s innovative and advanced face
verification services are a perfect fit for existing and new clients”. Jan Lindeman adds to this: “We know how
crucial a secure and smooth onboarding process is for users, and that a trusted means of identity verification
is key in this respect. The solution enabled by this partnership reflects the core values Keesing stands for:
security, trust, accuracy, and ease of use. Mobai is known for providing its customers with safe and
accessible biometric services and we are very pleased with the addition of Mobai biometrics to our solutions,
increasing the level of trust in identity for our customers and the customers of our customers."
Mobai’s mission is to make digital services safe and available to everyone. “By introducing face
verification as a means of identity proofing, we may also offer support to groups that struggle with
more traditional password-based solutions such as elderly. In addition, face verification reduces the
need to physically touch and handle keyboards tokens and other devices. By doing so, we can contribute
to enabling a wider range of non-traditional and new users to join our digital society," says Brage Strand.
The new service, Keesing AuthentiScan with face verification, is available from today. Initially,
AuthentiScan will use Mobai Face Verification that includes liveness detection checks from Mobai’s
Presentation Attack Detection Service (PAD). Future AuthentiScan releases may include Mobai
Morphing Attack Service (MAD) providing customers with a unique and enhanced protection of
personal data and privacy by using biometric template protection technologies.

###
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About Keesing Technologies
Keesing Technologies was founded in 1911 and leads the way in identity verification solutions. The
objective of Keesing is to help organisations prevent counterfeiting and combat fraud by making best-inclass verification solutions and extensive ID information accessible to any business. The technologies
Keesing uses, are powered by nearly 100 years of experience and accumulated knowledge.
Keesing’s customer onboarding technology provides an easy-to-use identity proofing process incorporating
biometrics and extensive ID document verification. The technology was especially designed for Know-YourCustomer (KYC) processes and can be seamlessly integrated into any existing platform, providing a secure
and efficient onboarding process for both the business and its customer.
The company works with various organisations around the world to streamline and secure their customer
onboarding processes. Keesing’s solutions are known for their security, accuracy, and usability.
Keesing serves more than 6,000 organisations worldwide, including banks and other financial
institutions. The identity verification leader has offices in The Netherlands, France, and the USA, and
collaborates with distributors, strategic partners, and agents all over the world. Keesing Technologies is
part of IN Groupe.
For more information about Keesing Technologies please visit www.keesingtechnologies.com.
Press Contact:
Jacqueline van den Top, Manager Corporate Communications & Public Relations
pr@keesingtechnologies.com, telephone: +31 20 7157 800

About Mobai
Mobai is a leading biometric company with facial verification technology including face recognition,
presentation attack and liveness detection, deep fake detection, morphing detection and privacy protection.
Mobai services are tailored to provide low friction, user friendly and secure identity verification and
authentication for service providers in unregulated and regulated environments such as financial services.
Mobai is actively engaged in R&D and participates in several international projects including Horizon 2020
and deliveries to organizations such as the European Union Agency for the Operational Management of
Large-Scale IT Systems in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. Mobai’s solutions are tested at
recognized by institutions such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (US Dept of
Commerce on the Face Recognition Vendor Test) and the Swiss Center for Biometrics.
For more information about Mobai AS please visit www.mobai.bio.
Contact information:
Brage Strand, CEO, +47 40490411, brage@mobai.bio
Ole Christian Olssøn, VP Sales and Marketing, +47 90692318, oco@mobai.bio
Peter Taugbøl, VP Business Development, +47 90164872, pt@mobai.bio
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